We discuss the role of the classical crossing paints of the nonlocal density-functional atomic pseudopotentials in systematizing the crystal structures of all binary Aft compounds {with A +8}.We show how these pseudopotential radii (r, } can be used to "predict" the stable crystal structure of ail known {565}binary compounds. We discuss the correlation between [ r, ) and semiclassical scales for bonding in solids.
I. INTRODUCTION Our experience in understanding the occurrence of a large variety of crystal structures in nature has been traditionally expressed in two general frameworks: var iational quantum mechanics and a semiclassical approach. The bulk of our experience in understanding the structural properties of molecules and solids from the quantummechanical viewpoint is expressed in terms of constructs originating from the calculus of variation: total energy minimization, optimum subspaces of basis functions. , etc. In this approach, one constructs a quantum-mechanical-energy functional representing the Born-Oppenheimer surface of a compound; its variational minimum in configuration space (RQ is then sought, usually by first reducing the problem to. a single-particlelike Schrodinger equation. The elementary constructs defining this energy functional -the interelectronic effective potential V"(r, r') and the electron-core potential V"(r,B) -can be treated at different levels of sophistication (e.g. , semiempirical tight-binding, Thomas-Fermi, HartreeFock, density-functional, pseudopotential, etc.) .
Similarly, a number of choices exist for the wavefunction representation (e.g. , the Hloch and molecular -orbital representations or the Wannier and valence-bond models, etc. ). This approach has become increasingly refined recently, producing considerable detailed information and insight into the electronic structure of molecules (e.g. , Refs. l and 2) and simple solids (e.g. , Ref.
3).
The semiclassical approach to crystal and molecular structure, on the other hand, involves the construction of phenomenological scales ("factors") on which various aspects of bonding and structux'Rl chal Rctex'istics Rl e measured. These include chemical, crystallographic, and metallurgical constructs, such Rs the electronegativity, the geometry and size factors, the coordination-number factor, the average -electronnumber factor, the orbital-promotion-energy factor, etc. ' These Even before the pioneering studies of Goldschmidt, Pauling, and others, it was known thermodynamically that the structure -determining energy &E, of most ordered solids is small compared to the total cohesive energy &E,. Measured heats of transformation and formation data, "" as well as quantum-mechanical calculations of stable and hypothetical structures, indicate that &E,/bE, can be as small as 10 s-10~. This poses an acute difficulty for variational quantum-mechanical models. The elementary constructs of the tluantum-mechanical approa. ch, V"(r, r') and V"(r,R), are highly nonlinear functions of the individual atomic orbitals that interact to form the crystalline wave functions (due to both the operator nonlocality of V"+V"and their selfconsistent dependence on the system's wave functions). Conseciuently, the structural energies &E, become inseparable from the total energies &E,. One is then faced with the situation that the complex sneak interactions, responsible for stabilizing one crystal structure rather than another, are often masked by errors and physical uncertainties in the calculation of the s A ong Coulombic interactions in the total interaction potentials V"(r, r') and V"(r,R). Even though &E, can be 5839 calculated using quantum mechanics with the aid of large computers (for sufficiently simple systems), it is notable that the extent and complexity of the information included in V"(r, r ) and V"(r,R) far exceeds that required to characterize a crystal structure. For example, although the 12 transition meta. ls Sc, Ti, V, Alonso and Girifalco" focuses on the positive contr ibution to the formation energy arising from the elimination of the density mismatch at the cell boundaries of the constituent elemental metals and the negative contribution originating from a chemical-potential equalization through charge transfer (described by the nonlocality of the atomic pseudopotentials). These approaches have successfully described the dominance of the d-electron contributions to the regularities in elemental crystal structures and cohesive energies and some of the systematics of compound heat of formation. However, they have not isolated the key physical factors underlying the structural regularities of nonelemental comPounds (i.e. , AB with A wB) It. appears that at present, the quantum-mechanical approach seems to lack the simple transferability of structural constructs from one system to the other, as well as the Physical t~ansPaxency required to assess the origin of structural regularities. The semiclassical approach, on the other hand, concentrates on the construction of physically simple and transferable coordinates that may systematize directly the trends underlying the structural energies &E,. The major limitations of the semiclassical approach seem to lie in the occurrence of internal linear dependencies among the various structural factors (e.g. , orbital electronegativity and orbital promotion energy), as well as in the appearance of a large number of crystalline structures placed within narrow domains of the phenomenological structural parameters (e.g. , Mooser-Pearson plots for nonoctet~compounds or diagrams of the frequency of occurrence of a given structure versus average electron-per-atom ratio). Even so, the semielassieal approaches provide valuable insight into the problem because they point to the underlying importance of establishing system-invariant energy scales (e.g. , eleetronegativity, promotion energy) as well as length scales (e.g. , covalent, metallic, and ionic radii).
For the 50-60 non-transition-metal binary octet compounds, the problem of systematizing the five crystal structures (NaCl, CsCl, diamond, zinc blende, and wurtzite) has [-2&"'+v'"",(r) ])I)")(~) = & ", )I)",(r ) match the observed ionization enei gies of oneelectron ions such as Be", C", 0", etc. These hard-core pseudopotentials are characterized by an orbital-dependent crossing point r', at which v, ", I(r', ) =0. These orbital radii then possess the same periodic trends underlying the observed single-electron ionization energies through the Periodic (8) where v", v", and v denote atomic screening potentials and V'" is the radial Laplacian. We now seek to solve Eqs. (7) and (8) (a", = &",) ensures that the spectral properties derived from the pseudopotential single-particle equation match those of the valence electrons as described in the all-electron problem. Without specifying at this stage tPe choice of the unitary rotation coefficients (C"""'. ), Eqs. (7)- (9) can be solved to obtain the atomic pseudopotential v", , '(r) 
The atomic pseudopotential in Eq. (10) has a simple physical interpretation.
The "Pauli potential" U, (r) is the only term in n ' (r) that depends on the wave function it operates on (i.e. , "nonlocal"), whereas all other terms in Eq. (10) are common to all angular momenta (i.e. , "local" ).
For atomic valence orbitals that lack a matching l component in the core, the all-electron valence orbitals g"",(x) are nodeless, hence X", =g"", and, from Eq. (11), U, (x) =0 for such states. In these eases, the pseudopotential is local and purely attractive due to the dominance of the all-electron term, -(Z, +Z")/x. In all other cases, U, (x) is positive and strongly repulsive, but confined to the atomic-core region. U, (x) replaces the corevalence orthogonality constraint and is a realization in coordinate space of Pauli's exclusion principle. Its precise form depends on the choice of the mixing coefficients fC'"'"). j and is discussed below. We see that the pseudopotential nonlocality, often neglected in the empirical pseudopotential approach emerges naturally in this formulation from the quantum shell structure of the atom. Similarly, Phillips's pseudopotential kinetic-energy cancellation theorem" is simply represented as a cancellation (or over-cancellation) between the nonclassical repulsive Pauli potential and the core-valence Coulomb attraction -Z"/r [Eq. (10) Up to this point, we have not yet specified the form of the transformation coefficients in Eq. (9) determining the precise relationship between the pseudo-and true wave functions. Clearly, one would like to constrain the pseudo-wave-function in Eq. (9) to be normalized. In addition, the relaxation of the orthogonality constraint may be exploited. to construct y", (x) as nodeless for each of the lowest angular states, permitting thereby a convenient expansion of the pseudo-wave-functions in spatially simple and smooth basis functions. Even so, y",(r) is underdetermined:
There are an infinite number of choices of (C'""". ] leading to normalized and nodeless g", (r). This is a manifestation of the well-known pseudopotential nonuniqueness. . The resolution of this nonuniqueness is precisely the point at which one applies ones physical intuition (and physical prejudices). Note, however, that in the present approach, any of the infinite and legitimate choices of(C'"'"'. ) permits a rigorous digression from the pseudowave-function to the true valence wave function: the choice of a linear form for y&(r) Eq. (9) allows for v, ', "(r) to be computed from an arbitrary set (C'"'"'. ] and for the resulting pseudopotential in Eq. (10) to be used to greatly simplify the calculation of the electronic structure of arbitrary molecules or solids [Eqs. (5) and (6)]. Vpon completion, one can simply recover the true wave function through a core orthogonalization:
given the known core states g',. (r). This property is not shared by other pseudopotentials""'" which are modifications of the density-functional pseudopotential scheme. "" The choice of the transformation {C"""', ] has, however, a direct bearing on the transferability of the atomic pseudopotentials from one system to another as well as on the degree to which the true valence wave functions can be reproduced without resort to core orthogonalization.
Our choice 'of wave-function transformation coefficients" "" is based simply on maximizing the similarity between the true and pseudo-orbitals [within the form of Eq. (9)] with a minimum core amplitude, subject to the constraints that y", (r) be normalized and nodeless. This simple choice produces highly energy-independent, and thus transferable, pseudopotentials. At the same time, the imposed wave-function similarity leads to pseudo-wave-functions that retain the full chemical information contained in the valence region of the true wave functions. Details of the numerical procedure used to obtain {C"""', ], as well as numerical tests demonstrating the extremely low energy dependence of the associated pseudopotentials, are given elsewhere. "~"
The general small-x expansion of the pseudoorbital can be written as:
limy", (r) =A, r"" +A, r""" +A 0"" . (14) into (11) and (10) (1) is the Pauli term U, (r), the curve labeled (2) shows the Coulomb attraction -Zgr, and curve (3) represents screening (terms 2-6 in Eq. 10). Finally, curve (4) (4) (Table I) .
empty-core radii used to fit resistivity data may be identified, within a linear scale factor, with the y screened pseudopotential coordinate (Fig.  4) . Whereas the alkaii elements are characterized predominantly by a single coordinate (Fig. 3 Fig. 4 , and Pauling's tetrahedral and univalent radii in Fig. 10 Fig. 13 ), as expected, that r, ' falls off monotonically with decreasing valence charge Z", reflecting a more effective screening. However, for the 3d, 4d, and 5d transition series (Fig. 14) (Table I) Fig. 18 since, as indicated by these authors, and as we confirm, they are not as reliable.
It can be seen that although the empirical SB radii correlate overall with the present radii, the scatter is fairly large. In particular, the SB scheme predicts y, «x~for the first-row elements, whereas the present and the ABBP scheme, which attempt to reproduce both energies and wave functions, show x, &r~. The ABBP radii correlate well with the present radii" for the 27 (Table I) for the 4l nontransition elements given by Simons and Fig. 19 The structural groups are defined in Table III 
